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Introduction 

This lesson is on ‘word formation.’ The text that will be used in this Grammar lesson is 

‘Man under water.’ 

 

Instructions: 

1. In your exercise books, copy the Header. Make sure that your handwriting is 

neat and legible. (I will be checking your exercise book when you return to 

school). 

2. Copy the lesson notes on ‘Word Form’ into your exercise book (write neatly 

and do not miss a word). 

 

Lesson Notes: 

What is a Noun? 

 A noun is a word for a person, animal, place, thing or quality. 

 Noun is one of the most important words that you use when either speaking 

or writing. It is the word that tells us what one is talking about. 

 A noun is a word that names something. You have a name. I have a name. 

Everything that we see around us, or examine, or talk about must have a 

name. there are names therefore, for persons, animals, places, things and 

qualities. 

 The following list includes examples of different kinds of nouns: 

People  : tailor, Shane, Raj, Indian 

Animals  : tiger, dog, cat, cow 

Places     : house, Mumbai, tent, apartment 
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Things     : chair, frame, salt, computer 

Qualities  : patience, courage, faith, beauty 

Actions    : warning, laughter, cooking, batting 

Measures : week, degrees, inch, kilogram  

 

 

Practice Exercise 1 

1. Read the text “Man under water” . 

 

2. Identify the nouns and highlight them in the text. 

 

3.  Copy the table below into your Exercise Book and write the nouns you identified 

in “Man Under Water” in their correct category.    

          . 

 

Nouns in “Man Under Water” 

 

People Animals Places Things Qualities 

     

     

     

     

     

     

 

 

Conclusion: 

Nouns are naming words that name people, places, things and qualities. Nouns are 

words that help in building sentences. 


